Progressive view on social justice: Netizen opinions about social justice warrior
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Abstract: Social justice warrior (SJW) is a pejorative term for individuals who fight for equality, environment, and gender. Because their progressive morals radically differ from the predominant values, the so-called social justice warriors spark controversies. This study aimed to describe netizens’ opinions about SJW and describe the dynamics of conflict or support in more detail. Text mining and opinion coding were used to elicit research data. The opinions that we gathered were analyzed in 2 stages: sentiment analysis and content analysis. The results of sentiment analysis are negative (445), neutral (86), and positive (90). Content analysis of the negative opinions showed the characteristics of sarcastic, rude, critical, and contemptuous (mocking/disrespecting). The style of positive sentiments (comments congruent with the phenomena) is divided into supportive, empathic, and motivational opinions. Negative opinions are more dominant because of netizens’ self-acceptance, the effects of informal social control in cyberspace, SJW’s presumed social non-compliance, and doubts of objectivity. Positive opinions can be explained by criticism of social contract theory, namely the demand to be more supportive of minority groups, sensitivity, and empathy (the ability to feel other groups’ social conditions and environmental conditions).
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Introduction

In line with the American Psychological Association (APA), spirit promotes social justice in psychology (Leong et al., 2017), including racial justice, minority groups, and cultural diversity; substantial research is needed to cover these broad issues (Smith & Pickren, 2018). In the Theory of Justice, John Rawl (1973) defines justice as a set of ethical standards regarding what is right or wrong and fairness as our ability to make decisions appropriately based on the conditions. Rawl's basic theory of justice intersects with many disciplines, including psychology, social sciences, and economics (Sabbagh & Schmitt, 2016). From the sociological perspective, justice is a manifestation of communal and societal forces, whereas, in psychology, justice is the combination of individual-level interactions and situations. Within the economic context, justice manifests in the concept of homoeconomicus, where rational and result-oriented behaviors are beneficial (consequentialist). When Rawl proposed the term "reflective equilibrium", he also realized that there existed conditions and principles at the individual level that is "not in reflective equilibrium"; therefore, an essential foundation capable of absorbing all of this disequilibrium must be present and maintained. Still, according to Rawl, because justice is described as a moral standard in the rules of what is good and right (rightness), then it becomes the first virtue of basic social structure (Rawl, 1993). Problems and social inequality arise when there is an imbalance in allocating the resources evenly in this basic structure (Schäfer et al., 2015). The could lead to the emergence of a new movement.

In the middle of 2015, a socio-political phenomenon emerged in the digital world that the Lexico Oxford digital dictionary added it to the list of new words. This phenomenon is referred to as Social Justice Warrior (SJW) and is defined as "A person who expresses or promotes socially progressive views." Until now, it is not clear when this term emerged or who coined and introduced it, but Vox Day (2015a) states that this term first appeared around 1990. In his book, Thomas Sowell also adds that the social justice movement aims to eliminate unnecessary disadvantages. This term is known as Cosmic Justice, which refers to the epiphanic process of social justice (Sowell, 2001). This mindset then spread to every individual thought of people who share the common goal of carrying out the social balance on a large or small scale and dedicating themselves to eradicating the behavior or social structure that is considered problematic and afflicting others. Sowell insists that social action motivation is more accurate and valuable than the consequences in the future. Based on these characteristics, it is obvious that almost all SJW seem to emphasize moral and social values compared to other values in each of their activities.

Although the term SJW has been known for a long time, its popularity is primarily influenced by information development in the digital world (Schejter & Tirosh, 2015). This phenomenon has lately resurfaced in Indonesia due to at least two incidents: a large-scale demonstration and riots in Papua. The massive publicity of these events helped popularize the term SJW. People talked about it on social media. Additionally, the issue of fairness and justice has become a trending topic in cyberspace forums or online communities (Strimling & Frey, 2018), gaming communities (Voorhees et al., 2012), and other social movement communities (Jones et al., 2019). Following Schejter and Tirosh's description above, digital social media development involves the fusion of...
old and new technology to disseminate information using new features, namely digital space, which focuses on individual responses to information. From this, it follows that the online community is given more freedom than they previously had. This new feature gives way to variations in the way individuals assess and make decisions about information.

The issues brought up by SJW vary, but their main concern is usually about social problems plaguing a country, like equality of gender rights (Gundy, 2014), minority issues (Haller et al., 2018; Madon et al., 2017), and human rights (Craig, 2012). The above problems are very closely related to the sentimentalism of moralism that was initiated by David Hume. Eventually this moral sentimentalism developed and served as the basis of the ethical consequentialist movement led by Jeremy Bentham (Driver, 2011) and partly being the basis of deontologist ethics of Immanuel Kant (Sneddon, 2011). Both of these schools, consequentialists, and deontologists, examine morals at the individual level. Deontological ethics presumes that the principal basis in a moral dilemma is the action, not the final consequences (Greene, 2015; Hales, 2009; Mudrack & Mason, 2019). As individual behavior is driven by emotional morality (Greene, 2015; Haidt, 2001), one of the strengths of SJW is the sensitivity towards conditions what were previously considered a normal reasonable, while the truth is, those conditions are a far cry from the values of fairness and justice. Therefore, SJW standards are slightly different from popular standards, and they are prone to generating a lot of opinions and attitudes.

Even though the SJW phenomenon has become a trending topic in social media, especially Twitter, preliminary field studies show that not many people are aware of this social movement in the digital world. The preliminary research study concludes that SJW only circulates and echo-chambering (Auxier & Vitak, 2019; Garimella et al., 2018), among particular segments of social media users, namely social media accounts that concern themselves with social-political issues and highly controversial matters. The researcher sees that differences occur even among social media platforms themselves (Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter) differences occur. In addition to the above reasons, the selection of opinions and responses to an event or social phenomenon will yield more accurate results when researchers used the method of "mining of texts" (Vairetti et al., 2020). The data will be in the form of individual opinions and attitudes towards the SJW phenomenon.

This study mainly aimed to describe netizens’ attitudes, sentiments, and social representation in the context of SJW phenomenon in cyberspace. To quote Susilawati and Hidayat (2019), “social representation is a collection of knowledge generated by daily phenomena, which can affect people’s way of thinking and bring changes.”. Moreover, in concordance with intergroup emotional theory (Goldenberg et al., 2016), an intergroup appraisal that given by each group could spark ANCODI (ANger, CONtempt, and DIsgust) hypothesis (Frank et al., 2015) even in an online community (Kim & Wojcieszak, 2018).

Due to the rapid emergence of this phenomenon, which provoked many controversies, we were curious to find out why these variations of opinion occur and the repercussions of these variations in cyberspace. We felt the need to disclose netizens’ responses to this phenomenon to understand the dynamics within netizens’ diverse opinions. The results that emerge can
serve as a reference in the decision-making process on debatable issues, especially social media.

**Method**

This research used a qualitative approach. Data from netizens’ opinions and tweets are mined (text mining) directly and processed (sorted and cleaned) using the bags of words method. Corpus analyzed using positive words, and negative words using a formula written in R. Sentiment lexicon from Bing Liu (2015) were translated and implemented for analysis. After corpus analyzed, continue for coding-word content analysis using the RQDA package (Huang, 2018). The tweets collected and analyzed for this study are approximately 500-1500 tweets. TweePy API module offers two choices, standard or premium type; the difference between them is the limit of tweets that can be retrieved and crawled. Because the Twitter accounts that we used in this study share the same token, the standard type rules apply (Dorsey, 2019). Preferred tweets are those written in Indonesian language using ISO-639 code. The search for the right words starts with the keywords "Social Justice Warrior," "SJW," and "Social Justice Fighters." The selection of tweets focused on the main tweet, not retweet (RT). RT counted as additional data.

**Results**

Tweet selection resulted in 1149 contents, which were classified into the following: 621 original opinions and 528 retweets about SJW, 90 positive opinions, 86 neutral opinions and 445 negative opinions. Irrelevant tweets were deleted; for example, if SJW directs the API search engine to the regional names, abbreviated nicknames, or other things that were coincidentally mined, it would be automatically deleted. The text mining of netizens’ opinions was done naturally; we did not explicitly instruct respondents to express their opinions, nor did we raise questions about their but we let the statements surface when the netizens voluntarily express them commenting on some phenomena. However, this method has its advantages and drawbacks. This method enables the researchers to describe the actual conditions, but the data it generates are heterogeneous, and they must be processed using various techniques before the analysis.

We analyzed the data in two stages, namely sentiment analysis and content analysis. Results of the sentiment analysis show that the majority of opinions about SJW are negative. The results appear to show that netizens are not so enthusiastic about the SJW phenomenon in cyberspace. In fact, some opinions associate SJW with other objects and label it with derogatory terms such as paper SJW, plastic SJW, flood SJW, and culinary SJW. The term refers to individuals who criticize others who have the nasty habits of to wasting paper, using plastic irresponsibly, or individual who criticize disaster-prone behavior, and even those who make themselves culinary critics. The term SJW is also associated with "buzzers" and "pansos" word in cyberspace.

For negative tweet, the researchers conducted a content analysis to explore the data. From the analysis we obtained four characters of public opinion in a negative tweet about SJW, namely the tone of critical judgment, sarcastic/satirical, rude, and contemptuous (mocking). Analysis of a positive tweet resulted in three-character opinions about SJW: supportive, empathic, and motivational opinions. In some opinion’s netizens try to explain that SJW uses a different moral standard that differs from ordinary people. In the
environmental aspect, empathic opinions persuade fellow netizens to be more thoughtful and caring towards the environment. Following Rawl's basic structure, both negative opinions and positive opinions are related to the latest social society topics, namely gender and disaster/environmental issues. Finally, the neutral tweet consists of only 86 tweets, where the majority of tweets do not indicate the intention and points regarding the direction of opinion. Thus, sentiment and content analysis are focused on the category of neutral opinion.
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Table 1. 
Opinions and RTs Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Freq</th>
<th>Opinions</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rude</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarcasm</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contempt</td>
<td>144</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>54</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empathy</td>
<td>32</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivated</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT Positive</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT Negative</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>Retweet</td>
<td>528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT Neutral</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

From the sentiment and content analysis, it was found that opinions were divided into three characteristics, and the majority of netizens' opinions were negative. The character of abusive-rude opinion is marked by the use of condescending and insulting words, always using harsh words. Contemptuous opinion is characterized by words intended to mock and insult but not into a rustic tone or sarcasm. It does not express curses or intend to sound like a sarcasm insult; distrust marks the character of sarcasm opinion, and superior comments (deeper than contempt). Still, it looks upside down with the description of opinion. This typical sarcastic comment is rather difficult to polarize with ordinary algorithms. The critical character is more critical of the content and issues being discussed by SJW. The writer demands that SJW brings evidence and references of the concepts and terms in question.

Positive opinions consist of supportive, empathetic, and motivational opinion. The supportive character can be seen from the similarity in moral standards between the individual and SJW in understanding a phenomenon. Supportive comments are characterized by words like open-mindedness and a sense of being equals. The empathic opinions show an emotional tone when seeing the phenomenon from the standpoint of SJW. This type of comment is characterized by the words feel and struggle. Motivational opinions are the fewest, characterized by opinions contributing to the change campaigned by SJW.

The meaning of SJW in Indonesian does not shift from the intended meaning in the English-speaking countries (Day, 2015b). Although SJW is calling for social justice and principles of equality, ordinary people are less interested because they believe that in their struggle, SJW is ‘picky,’—they focus their effort on particular cases. Some netizens even accuse their movement as part of identity politics. Thus, they are doubtful of the value of justice and moral standards that SJW brings. SJW is accused of bringing up trivial matters. For example, they vigorously campaign against the use of improper jokes (dark humor/jokes). In the past, this kind of joke was well accepted and tolerated by some people, but not SJW prohibits humor that certain groups, races, and gender.

From the psychological perspective, SJW's negative meaning and labels may derive from
mistakes in receiving progressive moral messages because of the pre-existing cultural conditions. The concept of self-acceptance is a central issue because, based on sentiment and content analysis, most netizens reject SJW’s votes and campaigns. Self-acceptance is characterized by stopping the criticism and developing a new understanding that comes beyond oneself (Bernard, 2014). Some negative variables, such as PTSD (Zhao et al., 2019) and stress (Rodriguez et al., 2015), were also proven mediated by self-acceptance. Self-acceptance may reduce the negative effect and lead individual to a better mental state. Therefore, self-acceptance is also an indicator of mental health (Xu et al., 2016). Self-acceptance that is felt as a dimension in life and becomes very strong because this attitude is inculcated in eastern cultures for generations. Among Javanese people, this attitude is called nrimo ing pandum (being submissive to to conditions originating from the Almighty). People who possess nrimo ing pandum mentality, are those who dwell in a culture dominated by a spiritual capital (Charles et al., 2005). It is a principle that teaches individuals how to psychologically cope with years of discontent, and disappointment, at a time where freedom of speech and critical thinking were not yet conceived. More importantly, spiritual capital could reflect the wisdom, values, and transcendental source (Malloch, 2010). Because it has become part of the wider community’s life, embedded in mental state unconsciously as the culture teaches it, the concept of nrimo that obstructs the general public accepts the SJW’s progressive moral standard. Something does not always have to be constantly criticized. There are moments when you have to stop complaining and accept your being. However, nrimo ing pandum concept is a spiritual character that must be understood within the framework of psychological development. It will be priceless and very valuable when adopted at an appropriate age. When the individual is always thinking critically and not satisfied with what they during the saga of their life, when they should retire and accept everything with grace, it can even lead to failure (ie post-power syndrome).

Besides, from the social control theory framework, it is known that control can be carried out by legal institutions such as religious authorities, schools, and law enforcement agencies (formal social control) (Deakin et al., 2018). SJW carries out social control through the digital world and takes place informally (the campaign for progressive ideas); as a result, it emerges the opposite attitude and opinion. Initially Brauer and Chekroun (2005), explain that individuals who feel reprimanded by informal social control agents who find faults with their behavior would experience emotions of shame, guilt, and anger. Still, some incidents display emotions of anger and end in murder (Nugier et al., 2007). From our research finding, social control’s informal use on social media only provoked 62 rough opinions; sarcastic opinions dominate the rest. When this control is performed by neighbors or people that we know, the emotion of shame and guilt will be present as an attempt to regret and change. Still, when criticism and accusations are leveled against us in cyberspace, where everybody is a stranger to another, sarcastic opinions emerge and dominate. Garmendia (2018) explains that sarcasm is a construct that ranges from humor, criticism to verbal aggression. But they all share one trait indirectness.

In contrast with sarcasm, contemptuous opinions are more direct in voicing their views. According to Fischer and Giner-Sorolla (2016)
this emotional emotion aims to degrade or insult another object because the sensations felt against that object involve a mixed response between angry emotions and disgust. From here, the majority of these pitched opinions have a degree of angry emotions and disgust emotions from responding to this SJW phenomenon. This opinion ranks second most after sarcasm, and affiliated words are fulus, and buzzer. Contemptuous emotions respond to violations of a community’s rules or ideology that first existed (Hutcherson & Gross, 2011; Russell et al., 2013; Shweder et al., 1997). Pouting about breakthroughs or new ideas that breach the status quo, can be considered as a form of social non-compliance (violated social obligation). This response is compounded by the distrust of netizens towards SJW regarding their objectivity in voicing social justice.

On the other hand, the majority of positive opinions are filled with supportive-themed opinion themes. Some individuals who share a common sense agree with these changes. Even though they are not part of SJW, they are on the same direction. Krasnow (2017) explains that values that sustain morals and identities can undergo evolutionary changes. Moral values’ evolution can be explained through criticism of social contract theory (Cosmides & Tooby, 2008). Today’s social contract theory is criticized for at least two different argument flow domains, namely feminists (Held, 1993) and race/ethnicity (Mills, 1987). From the criticism of the two arguments, it can be understood that moral standards have changed, namely, to prevent quid pro quo practice in social justice. Supporting openness to fundamental thinking about fairness for all groups and walks of life is the goal. In a supportive opinion, this fair concept is also illustrated in treating environmental and natural conditions.

The character of empathic opinion falls into the social empathy theory (Segal, 2011). A group of netizens can experience the events that other people feel and expect, which results in insight into changes in the social and economic structure that is still unequal and has a high disparity among several community groups (Adelman et al., 2016). Social empathy is derived from individual empathy, because social media has the advantage of being able to facilitate the personal empathy to merge, social empathy is then built easily through some gradual processes, not instantaneously. As Segal explains in more detail, social empathy has four stages: individual empathy, contextual understanding, social responsibility, and finally, social justice. In the contextual understanding phase, people understand the actual problems and obstacles, although they never have real encounters with them. In social neuroscience, along with the mode default network, mirror neuron systems were responsible for brain performance within social engagements, including attempts to understand others’ feelings, minds, and behaviors (Lamm & Majdandžić, 2015). This large network brain performance occurs during the contextual understanding phase. After understanding is generated, the next step is to take into account decisions regarding responsibility and justice. Within the social empathy framework, all individuals must suppress personal gains and losses; thereby, social empathy can be achieved.

Following ANCODI hypotheses above, in ingroup-outgroup favoritism, the SJW phenomenon also defines online group interactions. In which ingroup has confirmation bias following the superiority among groups and is influenced
by some negative emotion. As with other group dynamics and organization, the distinctive ideology and its impact are inevitable (Siswanto, 2014).

Conclusion

This research gives many advantages to study what people were thinking and comment on social media. Various campaigns and social movements eventually start from social media. People polarity opinions are likely the same in general, mainly about agree (positive), not vote (neutral) or disagree (negative), however in level content opinions, the variation occurs. Sarcasm is the opinion that is likely to emerge in negative responses to social movements on social media; however, empathy is the most popular opinion among positive views about social movements. Further analysis of the findings of relationships or correlations between sarcasm and empathy may yield interesting results.

This result also gives a new understanding about the information that spreads in cyberspace, and more importantly, provides us with some critical thinking about this phenomenon. With the ability to think critically, we can spare ourselves from the fallacy of expressing contempt or uttering rude opinions about SJW. Critical thinking could supply us with near-objective information to tell reliable information from those that are not. As APA mentioned earlier, social justice is essential; however, the agents and topics need to be accurate and reliable to bring the voice of equality and justice to life. In the end, however, emotion-driven decision making is easier and more accessible than logic-driven decision making.[]
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